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Which one is better? Individual management or team management? This is a
subject that has been studied by scholars of both psychology and economy. By
analyzing via experiments and theories, they generally concluded that systematic
differences are considered to be existing between the individual and team decision
making, but the underlying reasons of these differences are not necessarily the same:
the decisions made by teams are sometimes more extreme than individual decisions,
and sometimes more conventional and less extreme. With the development of the
mutual fund industry in our country, the number of funds that are managed by several
managers has continued to increase. So, what level of risks and returns do funds that
are respectively under individual management and team management mode show?
And which mode is more recognized by investors? These become problems worthy of
study. This paper focuses on the relationship between the team management mode of
funds and fund flows, and fund performances along with risks, based on samples of
the open-end equity funds from 2006 to 2014. This paper collected information about
their previous and present fund managers over the years and count these number to
analyze these funds’ management mode one by one, finally constitute the fund
management mode dummy variable and the variable of numbers of fund managers,
and established a panel data model.
The empirical results show that: (1) The funds managed by teams have not more
been recognized by investors. Funds that are team management ones in the previous
period face a net fund outflow in the next period. (2) The funds managed by teams do
not perform better than individual ones. Funds that are team management ones in the
previous period have lower rate of raw returns, performance rankings and Sharpe
ratios respectively. (3) The funds managed by teams are not significantly changed in
respect of performance volatility, thus concluding that team management funds in our















fund management teams are generated out of the instability incurred by the frequent
change of personnel, and the urge to train new fund managers under the lead of
experienced managers. Therefore, fund performances and their volatility of return are
not enhanced and improved due to the team management mode, and also not be
recognized by investors.
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